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 I have other samples like the malware I covered in yesterday's diary entry.

All with the same body and attachment, it's just the sender that varies. The PowerShell
scripts are the same and download from show1[.]website. Like I wrote yesterday, three files
are downloaded:

1. A legitimate, signed AutoIt interpreter (this is not malware)
2. A heavily obfuscated AutoIt script, that is encoded as a PEM certificate
3. An encrypted EXE: KPOT info stealer

The PowerShell script uses certutil to BASE64-decode the "certificate" to the AutoIt script,
and then lauches the AutoIt interpreter with the script as argument.

The AutoIt script contains process hollowing shellcode (known as frenchy shellcode), that
decrypts the encrypted PE file as guest and uses 32-bit dllhost.exe as host (as process
hollowing host, not as dll host).

The PH shellcode contains mutex name "frenchy_shellcode_06", but this name is
randomized by the AutoIt script before it is injected and executed.

As the decrypted KPOT EXE is never written to disk, it was unknown by VirusTotal. I did
submit it today.

KPOT is an infostealer, as can be guessed from the strings found inside the executable:
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More interesting strings are simply XOR-encoded (1-byte key).

Like the C2:

And the targets:
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Usually, I explain in detail my analysis steps, so that you can reproduce them. I will do this
too for this executable in one or more upcoming diary entries.
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